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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

Clerk's Minutes

Before the Honorable James O. Browning

CASE NO.   CIV 05-1048 JB/WPL DATE:   May 10, 2006

TITLE: EEOC v. University of Phoenix

COURTROOM CLERK:    K’Aun Sanchez COURT REPORTER:    Danna Schutte Everett
    
COURT IN SESSION:   2:10 p.m. COURT IN RECESS:   3:10 p.m.

TYPE OF PROCEEDING:   Motion Hearing  (see below)

COURT'S RULINGS/DISPOSITION:
1.  Plaintiff EEOC’s Motion to Compel [33-1] - GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART
2.  May 5, 2006 Letter from Parties re: Discovery Disputes - GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART

ORDER CONSISTENT WITH COURT'S RULING TO BE PREPARED BY:   Court

ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR PLAINTIFF(S): ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR DEFENDANT(S):

Loretta Medina James Mackie/Matthew D. Mitchell (appearing
telephonically)

Jolene Youngers (for Intervenor Pinon)
(appearing telephonically)

Reed Colfax (for Intervenor Grado)

PROCEEDINGS:

Court in Session: 2:00 p.m.

Court: Calls case.  Counsel enter appearances.

Court:  Is willing to hear argument, but has spent some time on the motion to compel and is inclined to grant the

motion to produce the addresses and then if it is discovered that an individual no longer resides at that address then

the University must produce that individual’s SSN and DOB, but if the University does not know only need to

produce addresses.  If EEOC learns that an individual does not reside at address provided by the University, then

the University must provide SSN and birth date - if University wants confidentiality order that’s fine.

Ms. Medina:  Argues in support of motion.  Asks Court to reconsider ordering SSN produced - Govt. has limited

resources to expend on litigation and things such as private investigators locating folks - explains basis for request

for consideration further.

Ms. Youngers:  No argument, but joins in the motion.

Mr. Colfax:  No argument, but joins in the motion.

Mr. Mackie:  Argues in response in opposition to motion.

2:19 p.m.  Ms. Medina:  Argues in reply in further support of motion.
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2:22 p.m.  Mr. Mackie:  Argues in response in further opposition to motion.

Ms. Medina:  Nothing further.

Court:  Going to grant motion in part.  As to over breadth of request, believes EEOC’s limitations on the campus

and the time frame takes it out of this category.  As far as relevancy, believes tracking down issues gets to the core

of discovery.  Appears that the allegations are that it was widespread harassment and possible work environment

and Court believes it is reasonable that a large number, if not everyone on campus, may have had some knowledge

- scope is reasonable and it is relevant.  Court has some concerns about type of information being sought - should

be produced if it is needed and will require the University to produce a list of addresses for all employees at Santa

Theresa campus from 2002-present - if do not have address must provide SSN and DOB - if it EEOC finds that an

individual no longer resides at the address provided then the EEOC should write letter to University to so state and

University must then produce that individual’s SSN and DOB, but if the University does not know only need to

produce addresses.

Mr. Mackie:  Asks if information will need to be provided to all other parties or only the Govt.?

Ms. Youngers:  Are jointly prosecuting this matter and does not know why could not all share that information.

Mr. Colfax:  Agrees.  Because jointly prosecuting are sharing resources - suggests all should be provided the

information.

Court:  Confirms will only use for purposes in this case and keep confidential?

Mr. Colfax:  Yes.

Court:  Asks if, given representations by opposing counsel, will keep confidential does that satisfy concerns?

Mr. Mackie:  Yes, but requests that with regard to any information disclosed be designated as attorneys’ eyes only

and not be forwarded to anyone outside of the attorney’s office, including the parties themselves - wants done in

most limited fashion possible.

Court:  Does not believe addresses should be so designated, asks Plaintiff’s counsel if that designation on SSN and

DOB is okay?

Ms. Medina:  Yes.  Confirms assistants and paralegals are included to allow review.

Ms. Youngers:  Yes.

Mr. Colfax:  Yes.

Court:  Will designate SSN’s and DOB’s for attorney’s eyes only to include legal assistants and paralegals - no

restriction on addresses.  Moves to discuss May 5, 2006 letter submitted by Mr. Colfax with counsel - asks about 30

day extension of discovery (item 1 on letter)?

Ms. Youngers:  Yes.

Ms. Colfax:  Yes.

Ms. Medina:  Yes.

Mr. Mackie:   Agreed to extension, but was only thinking of with regard to depositions - does not believe should

be extended as to written discovery.

Mr. Colfax:  Responds - likely will learn of additional documents and information during depositions.  May need

to conduct additional written discovery - does not believe would be voluminous.

Mr. Youngers:  Joins in Mr. Colfax’s argument.
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Ms. Medina:  Joins in Mr. Colfax’s argument - may want to serve additional RFA’s.

Mr. Mackie:  Reality is that if the discovery deadline is any given day that any written discovery would need to be

served 30 days prior to that deadline.  Any depositions taken in the last 30 days would have the effect of witnesses

identifying documents or something during that last 30 days when cannot take written discovery anyway.  As to

RFA’s, believes that deadline would be gone if Court declines this request.

Court:  Does not sound like any party has anything in specific in mind, so will grant 30 day extension of discovery

but will limit to depositions and third-party discovery.  As to request for clarification and/or modification of length

of depositions (item 2 on letter), PDP calls for 7 hour limit and an order was entered adopting PDP -  notes that

was before there were intervenors.  Asks for parties’ positions on this.

Mr. Colfax:  9 depositions have been taken to date and 4 of those have not been completed in one day.  Suggests

that first period of deposition conducted by one of the prosecutions counsel be limited to 4 hours and then 2 hours

for each other prosecutor.  Remaining depositions may be much shorter.

Ms. Youngers:  The 2 intervenors had 2 different jobs and 2 different harassers - Pinon employed at a much

broader time period and so do not need discovery as to some of the witnesses and will need more with others -

suggests a time limit of 8 hours for Plaintiff and Intervenors for counsel to determine how to split up and a time

limit for Defendant - does not want a time limit on Tracy Bonjean.

Ms. Medina:  Generally agree problem needs to be resolved - agrees with approaches of Youngers and Colfax..

Mr. Mackie:  Problem is that if Plaintiff’s take 8 hours to hold a deposition then it is virtually impossible to finish

that deposition in one day.  Thinks any given witness should be deposed by all parties in one day - all remaining

witnesses are secondary witnesses.  Youngers and Colfax have said are jointly prosecuting case, so should be able

to decide together how to get done in 6 hours.  Would like to be reducing presumptive limitation.

Mr. Colfax:  Believes Defendant’s approach is impractical.

Mr. Mackie:  Responds.

Ms. Youngers:  Responds further.

Ms. Medina:  Responds further - tend to agree w/Ms. Youngers.

Court:  Will apply 7 hour presumption to just the Plaintiff and the Intervenors - lead attorney will get 4 hours and

second chairs will get 1 and ½ hours each.  Parties shall provide good faith estimates when go into depositions to

determine length- will give Defendant 4 hours - may just have to schedule 2 day depositions.  Moves to the issue on

the Bonjean deposition (item 3 on letter).

Mr. Colfax:  Bonjean is the supervising official for the HRD for the entirety of the University - the day before

deposition was to begin Mr. Mackie received an e-mail stating that she had an adoption proceeding the following

day and would need to cut out of deposition for an hour or two - was started at 9:30 a.m. and then she left for the

adoption proceeding for about 1 hour and 45 minutes - she came back and restarted and were under 4 ½ hours

when EEOC completed its examination and it was 4:00 p.m. and at that time the Defendant asserted the 7 hour

and 1 day limit on the deposition and would not voluntarily produce her again for a second day. Bonjean is a key

player in both intervenors allegations - explains how.  Will need 2 ½ to 3 hours to get through Bonjean’s

deposition as to Grado’s claims.

Ms. Youngers:  One of the difficulties with Bonjean’s deposition is that each party came with at least 4-6 inch
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stack of documents to go through with her - so some of the delay is caused be her needing to review those

documents.  She made decisions as to investigation.  Further, in defense counsel’s backyard so they will not be

inconvenienced by travel - need to go to Phoenix for other depositions anyway.

Ms. Medina:  Tried to be efficient in her questioning - agree she is a critical witness - probably could have gone

on for 6-7 hours.

Mr. Mitchell:  Plaintiff/Intervenors are attempting to overplay Bonjean’s role - she is second-level supervisor for

the investigator that conducted investigations - they are trying to piece-meal the deposition and refuse to complete

in one day.  Think wanted to go and take more depositions and then come back to her - were not prepared to

complete it at that time. Told would not hold to 7 hour requirement, but would hold to the 1 day requirement. 

Mr. Colfax:  Was surprised at defense counsel’s reaction to continuing deposition given had happened to 3-4

witnesses prior - this was a critical witness and opportunity where he thought he might be able to limit amount of

information that could be obtained from her.  Unfair to have expected the lawyers to go into the evening.

Ms. Youngers:  Did not make decision solely - was made by all counsel together.  Court reporter made clear had

plans and could not go late, as well as that the longer it went the more breaks she would need.  Bonjean did have

direct communication with parties and was copied on great deal of e-mail and her fingerprints and name are on

documents throughout.  Is important witness and request additional time for her deposition.  Also, will not be able

to adequately respond to Defendant’s dispositive motions if do not have access to the witness.

Court:  Going to allow some further deposition - but believe 3 hours is adequate to do so.  Have another hearing

must get to - will have CRD call and came reconvene by phone to finish up - may be next hearing will not take rest

of afternoon and can get back together.

Court in recess:  3:10 p.m.

CRD contacted Mr. Colfax and learned parties did not need anymore time on these issues.


